Asia’s Leading Oil & Gas Event Returns in 2019
The Heart of the Region’s Oil & Gas Establishment

In conjunction with the 17th Asian Oil, Gas & Petrochemical Engineering Exhibition; Oil & Gas Asia 2019 (OGA 2019) will be showcasing the latest technology in the fields of exploration, production and transportation within the Oil, Gas & Petroleum industry.

Located at the centre of the ASEAN market, Malaysia is well-equipped with the fundamental facilities and systems to support the growth of Upstream and Downstream sectors.

Calling all industry professionals and delegates from around the globe to meet at OGA 2019!

OGA 2019 will gather 23,000 trade visitors and 2,000 participating companies from 60 countries/regions. A total of 12 countries are represented under the International Group Pavilions including Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, Norway, Scotland, Singapore, South Korea, The Netherlands, UK and USA.
INTERNATIONAL GROUP PAVILIONS

11 international group pavilions will be taking part at OGA 2019. A total of 12 countries are represented under the international group pavilions which includes Australia, China, France, Germany, The Netherlands, Norway, Republic of Korea, Scotland, Singapore, UK, USA and Canada.

AUSTRALIA

The 2019 Australian Pavilion located in Hall 7 will have quality manufacturers and service providers across a broad range of product and service categories. Trust the Australians for Safe, Reliable and Enhanced Product Performance for your Oil & Gas Operations and Projects.

CHINA PRC

Comparing to OGA 2017, there will be a tremendous increase in Chinese exhibitors in OGA 2019. There are more than 35 Chinese companies with a diverse range of capabilities in the Oil & Gas industry, which are located in Halls 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and 9.

Exhibiting companies include: ZTT, CNPC GWDC, Wolong, Shanghai Zhenvua, Warom, Atlas Copco, CZ Explosion-proof, Tormin, Dupont, Asoe Hose, Yiqin Trade, Hunan Allianz and others.

FRANCE

Organised by Business France, the French Pavilion located in Hall 5 will gather 8 companies, all providing innovative services and equipment for the Oil & Gas industry.

We will be glad to welcome you there to meet them. Here are some of the companies at OGA:

- Overpipe
- Exo International
- Georgin
- Latty
- TTK

GERMANY

The German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), the Association of the German Trade Fair Industry, (AUMA) and VDMA German Engineering Federation are supporting the Official German Group Presentation in Hall 9.

For the German industry, business contacts are an important factor to strengthen bi-lateral relations between Malaysia and Germany. VDMA, the German Engineering Federation and its members of more than 3,250 companies are proud to be a reliable partner in the framework of economic relations between Malaysia and Germany. VDMA is the initiating organisation of the German joint presentation at OGA 2019 and a VDMA expert will provide visitors with professional advice at the German Pavilion (Hall 9). In total there are over 40 German companies and 20 of them will be represented at the German Pavilion.

NORTH AMERICA (USA & CANADA)

The North American Pavilion at OGA 2019, located in Halls 4 & 5, will showcase US and Canadian companies each featuring solutions tailored to the Southeast Asian Oil & Gas market. As you look to hit new targets, you won’t want to miss the technologies on display from these respected international firms. Organised and coordinated by Imex Management, the North American Pavilion is truly a can’t-miss portion of OGA 2019.

NORWAY

We give local ideas global opportunities, expresses their foremost ambition. The Royal Norwegian Embassy, Commercial Section assist Norwegian companies in developing ideas, realising their potentials, internationalisation by providing competence, advisory, profiling, promotional & network services.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

The Korea Pavilion at Oil & Gas Asia 2019, will be located in 5 groups separately in Halls 1, 4, 5 & 9, and will showcase over 50 Korean companies featuring innovative services and/or equipment for Asia’s Oil, Gas and Marine industry.

These Korean groups are as follows:

- Korea Gas Corporation (KOGAS) at Hall 1, Block 1801
- Korea International Trade Association Ulsan Center (KITA) at Hall 4, Block 4311
- Korea Measuring Instruments Research Association (KMIRA) at Hall 4, Block 4312
- Busan Marine Equipment Association (BMEA) at Hall 5, Block 5701
- Gyeongnam Marine Equipment Association (GMEA) at Hall 9, Block 9001

SCOTLAND

Scottish Development International (SDI) is part of Scotland’s main enterprise, innovation and investment agency and works to attract investment and knowledge to Scotland in order to help the economy grow. SDI also works to help Scottish companies develop their business overseas while promoting Scotland as a good place to live, work and do business. SDI has a network of offices around the world and provides a wide range of support services covering each phase of international activity, including business mentoring, market intelligence, business location information and investor aftercare.

SINGAPORE

The Singapore Pavilion at OGA 2019 is organised by Association of Singapore Marine Industries (ASMI) and will be located at Hall 4 and Hall 7, showcasing 17 Singapore-based companies with a diverse range of capabilities in marine & offshore and Oil & Gas.

ASMI is a non-profit trade organisation formed in 1968 to promote the interests and advancement of the marine and offshore engineering industry in Singapore. ASMI represents companies in the business of ship repair, ship conversion, ship building, rig building and offshore engineering. Its membership comprises shipyards, manufacturers and suppliers of marine & offshore equipment and components. ASMI members also include marine & offshore engineering companies, marine consultants and contractors as well as classification societies. The Association has a membership strength of 250 corporate members.

Come visit the Singapore Pavilion at Hall 4 and Hall 7.

THE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands Pavilion in Hall 1 features a representation of impressive …companies working in the Oil, Gas and Offshore Renewables sector, showcasing a wide array of products and services. A visit to the pavilion will swiftly bring you up-to-date with Dutch expertise in the field of cost-efficiency and sustainability.

Exhibitors include:

- Airborne Oil & Gas
- Ampron
- Globe Airmotors And Globe Test Equipment
- H.C. Iqop Singapore Pte Ltd
- Lankhorst Engineered Products
- SDC Verifier
- Solfuure
- Techno Fysica B.V.
- RIO - The Association of Dutch Suppliers in the Oil and Gas Industry and Offshore
- Renewable Industry
- Netherlands Maritime Technology (NMT)
- Geomil Equipment
- Paradigm Group
- Van Heck

UNITED KINGDOM

Visitors to the EIC National UK Pavilion in Hall 5 (Stand 5011) are sure to find a product or service which can add real value to their projects. The ten companies exhibiting their wide range of skills and technology, honed over decades of operation are:

- Vulcanic
- Pharo Marine
- Balmoral
- Springtech
- Rayteck
- Hubbell & Harsh
- Digital Edge Subsea
- GWEC
- Hi Force Ltd
- Norbar
THE GOVERNMENT AND ASSOCIATIONS FROM RELEVANT INDUSTRIES HAVE RENDERED THEIR SUPPORT IN THE EFFORT TO MAKE OGA 2019 A BIG SUCCESS!

I have no reservations that OGA 2019 will raise the bar once again, as proven in previous instalments. I certainly look forward to OGA 2019 and its role in strengthening Malaysia’s brand in the eyes of foreign investors in the OGE sector and beyond. I congratulate the Organisers and wish them and all participants the best of wishes for a fruitful culmination of OGA 2019.

Datuk Darell Leiking
President
Ministry of International Trade and Industry
Malaysia

Opportunities are endless in this sector. Technological breakthroughs make it possible to develop huge resources. We will always need bright, talented, enthusiastic and young engineers who can face up to the challenges and deliver cost effective and innovative solutions to propel the country forward as the leading O&G hub in the region and ultimately, be the preferred global choice. In this regard, IEM fully supports OGA 2019, a three-day event featuring exhibitions, technical talks and so much more attracting thousands of exhibitors and tens of thousands of visitors.

Ir. David Lai Kong Phooi
President
The Institution of Engineers, Malaysia (IEM)

MOSVA also encourages other sectors’ players, such as the financial institutions, maritime training institutions, shipyards, marine insurance and vessel classification society, which are engaged in or associated with the Oil and Gas industry, to become its associated members. We are truly honoured to support the 17th Asian Oil, Gas and Petrochemical Engineering Exhibition with more attendees and exhibiting companies than any other such show in the region, earning itself the title of the region’s number one O&G show.

Mohamed Safwan Othman
President
Malaysia OSV Owners’ Association (MOSVA)

Events such as the OGA series play a complementary role in ensuring the O&G sector dynamics in Malaysia maintain its competitive edge while cementing the country’s position as a regional O&G hub in Asia. This showcase has grown in leaps and bounds over the years, resulting in the essential regional industry catalyst today, truly deserving of its moniker as the region’s premier Oil & Gas show. The Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA) is honoured to be part of OGA 2019 once again and will provide our full support towards its successful and fruitful completion.

YBhg. Dato’ Azman Mahmud
Chief Executive Officer of Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA)

Hot on the heels of MOGSEC 2018, we are indeed to champion the industry once again by offering our support to OGA 2019. Indeed, OGA 2019 further complements MOGSC’s own efforts to establish greater cooperation and understanding between local industry players through the biennial Malaysian Oil & Gas Services Exhibition and Conference (MOGSEC), which will return in September 2020.

Ts. Sharifah Zaida Nurlisha
President
Malaysian Oil & Gas Services Council (MOGSC)

We are honoured to support UBM’s OGA Innovation Awards as we believe innovation can help companies gain competitive advantages. By showcasing the latest innovation in the OGSE landscape, we hope this will help spark companies to develop new products or solutions that will catalyse the industry and contribute to the country’s growth in the near future.

Mohd Yazid Ja’afar
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Malaysia Petroleum Resources Corporation (MPRC)

At MOCA, our aim is to promote a cohesive working relationship amongst contractors in the Oil & Gas offshore industry. In this regard, we highly applaud the efforts of the Organisers of OGA for once again propping up Malaysia’s reputation as a player in the global Oil & Gas arena.

Ir Hisham Haron
President
Malaysian Offshore Contractors Association (MOCA)
SPECIAL HIGHLIGHTS AT OGA 2019 TO LOOK OUT FOR!

OGA Innovation Awards
The inaugural OGA Innovation Awards 2019 jointly organised by MOGSC and MPRC will be held to recognise and honour local companies and individuals who are at the forefront of homegrown innovation. The event is held in conjunction with OGA 2019 placing spotlight on Malaysian Innovation at the International Platform.

International Sourcing Programme (INSP)
International Sourcing Programme (INSP) organised by MATRADE provides a platform for Malaysian companies to meet Oil & Gas international buyers from various countries such as Qatar, U.A.E., Vietnam, Myanmar and Pakistan.

Business Matching Programme (B2B)
A platform for exhibitors and trade visitors to have individual meetings maximising networking opportunities in the Oil & Gas industry.

Trade Delegation Invitation Programme
A special trade invitation programme where individuals and companies in the Oil & Gas industry will be invited by the organisers and hosted at the exhibition.

OGA Industry Networking Night (Exhibitors' Night)
A night for exhibitors and other invited guests to mingle and network.

SUBSEA UK CONFERENCE
Subsea UK Conference gathers all industry professionals and delegates from around the globe to address issues, determine solutions and ideas and to share the latest developments in the Oil & Gas industry.

18 JUNE 2019 • Time: TBC
British Malaysian Chamber of Commerce Berhad (BMCC) - Market brief - Doing business in Malaysia

19 JUNE 2019 • Time: TBC
Rovco Ltd
SFM/ Sheffield
Case Studies: Subsea field developments using Innovate jumper mounted production enhancement technologies and standardised hardware

Underwater Robotics Technology and AI
OF
Forgemasters
Exploding Myths about Metal Bashers in the O&G Supply Chain

IMES International
Electrical and Optical Real Time Subsea Integrity Testing

1600 - Networking Reception and Whisky tasting hosted by Subsea UK, Scottish Development International and the EIC

Industry Talks
Talks and presentations given by Supporting Organisations.

19 JUNE 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME (hrs)</th>
<th>ORGANISATION</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1100 - 1150</td>
<td>MATRADE</td>
<td>Be a Global Champion with MATRADE: Target Countries &amp; Finance Options</td>
<td>Mr Jai Shankar (Director, O&amp;G, Chemical &amp; Energy Section)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400 - 1450</td>
<td>Universiti Teknologi Petronas (UTP)</td>
<td>Transforming the Oil &amp; Gas Landscape - Enabling Digitalisation through Research Institutions</td>
<td>Prof. Ir. Dr. Mohd Shahir Liew (Deputy VC of Research &amp; Innovation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technical Talks
Technical Talks presentation by OGA 2019 Exhibitors. Trade visitors are invited to attend and gain insights from the industry experts.

19 JUNE 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME (hrs)</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1100 - 1150</td>
<td>Exact Oil &amp; Gas Sdn Bhd</td>
<td>Mitigating Risks from Gas Release with CAPEX and OPEX Considerations: Guidance for Improving Gas Detection &amp; Probability in Open Areas</td>
<td>Mr Edwin Choo (Detection Product Group Manager, MSA S.E. Asia Pte Ltd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1145 - 1215</td>
<td>Emerging EPC Sdn Bhd</td>
<td>Vertical Transportation Solutions for Oil &amp; Gas Projects</td>
<td>Mr Tony Whaley (Global Segment Manager, Industrial O&amp;G, ALIMAK Group USA Inc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230 - 1300</td>
<td>Info-Trax Sdn Bhd</td>
<td>Cost Reduction &amp; Quality Improvement with Visual Asset Management</td>
<td>Dr Marcus Weiss (Chairman, Weiss AG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345 - 1415</td>
<td>WZS Mis Setia Sdn Bhd</td>
<td>Flare Control, Optimisation Solution for Carbon Footprint Reduction and Steam Savings</td>
<td>Mr Lei Sui (Global Product Manager, BHGE Panametrics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445 - 1515</td>
<td>Huber + Suhner</td>
<td>New Generation Offshore Cables</td>
<td>Mr Frank Thorn (Head of Business Unit Offshore/ Energy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1615 - 1645</td>
<td>WZS Mis Setia Sdn Bhd</td>
<td>Custody Transfer Accuracy in an 8-Path Liquid Ultrasonic Flow Meter with SD Upstream Straight Run</td>
<td>Mr Gerard Bottino (Global Sales Support Leader, BHGE Panametrics)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20 JUNE 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME (hrs)</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1100 - 1130</td>
<td>Atlas Copco Gas and Process</td>
<td>Turboexpanders for Cryogenic Separation in Propane and Butane Dehydrogenation</td>
<td>Mr Joseph Lillard (Technology Manager)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1145 - 1215</td>
<td>Milliken</td>
<td>Integralely Geared Compressor Technology Update: Products / References in API Market</td>
<td>Mr Ulrich Schmitz (Marketing Manager)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230 - 1300</td>
<td>Goforth Corporation Sdn Bhd</td>
<td>Inspection Techniques for Non-metallic Materials</td>
<td>Mr Jim Souza (Director of Technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445 - 1515</td>
<td>Eftech International Sdn Bhd</td>
<td>Real-Time Drilling Fluid Monitoring &amp; Subsea and Deepwater Repair Solutions</td>
<td>Mr Gerhard Nygaard (CEO, Cybemetic Drilling Technologies AS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as at 3/5/19
18 JUNE 2019 (TUESDAY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>VENUE</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00am - 6.00pm</td>
<td>Exhibition Opening Hours</td>
<td>Hall 1 - 5 (Ground Floor) Hall 7 - 9A (Level 3) Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30am</td>
<td>OGA 2019 Opening Ceremony</td>
<td>OGA 2019 Exhibition Plenary Theatre (Level 3) Exhibitions Halls</td>
<td>All Exhibitors are Cordially Invited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBA Subsea UK : Market Brief, Doing Business in Malaysia by British Malaysian Chamber of Commerce (BMCC)</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 4</td>
<td>By Registration Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>Business Matching - B2B (Exhibitors/VIP and Trade Visitors)</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00pm - 5.30pm</td>
<td>International Sourcing Programme (INSP) by MATRADE</td>
<td>Hospitality Lounge Hall 5</td>
<td>By Invitation Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00pm - 9.00pm</td>
<td>OGA Industry Networking Night</td>
<td>Sky Bar, Traders Hotel, Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>By Invitation Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19 JUNE 2019 (WEDNESDAY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>VENUE</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00am - 6.00pm</td>
<td>Exhibition Opening Hours</td>
<td>Hall 1 - 5 (Ground Floor) Hall 7 - 9A (Level 3) Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30am - 5.30pm</td>
<td>International Sourcing Programme (INSP) by MATRADE</td>
<td>Hospitality Lounge Hall 5</td>
<td>By Invitation Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 1.00pm</td>
<td>Conference on Developments in the Sarawak Oil &amp; Gas Industry</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>By Invitation Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 4.00pm</td>
<td>Industry Talks by MATRADE &amp; UTP</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 1</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>Technical Talks &amp; Presentation by Exhibitors</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 2</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>Business Matching Programme (B2B)</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA Subsea UK Conference</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 4</td>
<td>By Registration Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00pm - 6.00pm</td>
<td>Subsea UK - Networking Reception &amp; Whisky Tasting</td>
<td>Hospitality Lounge Hall 4</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20 JUNE 2019 (THURSDAY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>VENUE</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>Exhibition Opening Hours</td>
<td>Hall 1 - 5 (Ground Floor) Hall 7 - 9A (Level 3) Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00am - 1.00pm</td>
<td>OGA Innovation Awards Pitching Session</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 4.00pm</td>
<td>Technical Talks &amp; Presentation by Exhibitors</td>
<td>Kiosk Hall 2</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00am - 4.00pm</td>
<td>Business Matching Programme (B2B)</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>Open to Professionals &amp; Trade Visitors Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OVERALL FLOOR PLAN VIEW OF OGA 2019

As at 06/05/2019
**AWAITS YOU AT OGA 2019!**

**BIG FAME INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION**
Taiwan Made Splendid and Premium Gift for Oil Industry. Z84K gold plated solid brass offshore oilfield platform tripod and tower crane spinning.

**BULLARD ASIA PACIFIC**
See What’s Above You™ hard hat allows worker to see hazards overhead.

**BLUTEK SRL**
BLUTEK instrument air and service air compressor package; they are totally engineered for offshore and Onshore to any requirement.

**BOERGER PUMPS ASIA PTE LTD**
Boerger, a world’s leading manufacturer of Rotary Lobe Pumps and Macerating Technologies. With pumping volumes up to 10000 GPM, they provide a wide selection for various industries.

**BRY-AIR (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD**
Bry-Air, leader in dehumidification, with their Technical Drying Services rental division (TDS) provides application specific humidity control, space dehumidification, HVAC/R dehumidification, Space Ventilation’s ON REET for Turn Around.

**CAPESERVE SDN BHD**
CAPESERVE, specialist in supply of Hazardous Area Equipment, Service Modules, Diesel Engine Package Installation, Inspection, Maintenance and Consultancy Services for Hazardous Area (ATEX) and Island environments for potentially explosive atmosphere.

**BSL OILFIELD SERVICES LTD**
BSL, one of the fastest growing manufacturers in Asia Pacific area, is specialised in supplying Marine, Fishing, Offshore, Land, Safety, Basket, Refillers, Tanks and equipment.

**CBT**
CBT is the Solution! Come and visit CCG Booth 4883 for information.

**CELL-MEDIA DIGITAL LEARNING**
Cell-Media produces programs that combine multiple user types with motion graphics, 2D & 3D animation, HD video production, photography, accompanied with interactive assessments and a training, tailcoat management system.

**CHANG SHIN INTERNATIONAL CO LTD**
Economical & Eco-friendly YAMOC; CSI’s water hammer is approved by high pressure water from a water pump and cold water recycling system. it can save energy and other resources dramatically.

**CHROMATOTEC**
For complete analysis of sulfur compounds in hazardous area, Chromatom® develops the energy/MOD® which measures all analytes R5, DMS, DMD and Mercaptans generally presents in natural gas with certified solution.

**CHROMATOTEC COMPANY**
For complete analysis of sulfur compounds in hazardous area, Chromatom® develops the energy/MOD® which measures all analytes R5, DMS, DMD and Mercaptans generally presents in natural gas with certified solution.

**CIAS PERIMETER PROTECTIONS**
CIAS PERIMETER PROTECTIONS Ermo482x3Pro, a digital microwave barrier, from 50 to 500m. Fuzzy Logic, analysis dives high PoD, and low FAR, 99.9% for protection of HPP, prisons, military basis, petro-chemical sites, etc.

**COSASCO SDN BHD**
Access your system SAFELY with COSASCO Retriever Tool; which can withstand up to 6000 PSI operating pressure.

**CRESCENT ENGINEERING (M) SDN BHD**
Mechanical rotating & turbo machinery equipment repair and servicing — i.e. pump, blower, compressor, steam turbine, centrifugal compressor & reciprocating compressor.

**CYGNUS INSTRUMENTS**
CYGNUS INSTRUMENTS LIMITED CYGNUS is a leading manufacturer of ultrasonic testing equipment. Pioneers of the multiple-echo measuring technique which has long since been an industry standard for through coating measurement of material thickness.

**DAE HWA ENGINEERING SERVICE CO LTD**
Dae Hwa Engineering Services specializes in the supply of offshore parts for marine & power industry. We also supply pipe & cable protection for subsea use.

**DAEYOUNG I&T**
Diaphragm gas meter G40-G10.

**DAENSU**
We are prepared to show you the various kinds of Gas Metres, used from residential to industrial fields with Wireless AMI, Wired or Handheld AMI and Pre pay systems.

**DAKOTA INTEGRATED SERVICES SDN BHD**
We are an exclusive agent to MHD Offshore Group which specialises in providing full range of Motion Compensation and Tilt- Tensioner Systems with an established maintenance facility located in Labuan.

**DANCOMEC ENGINEERING SDN BHD**
Dane-Mech Engineering Services. SDN Bhd has successfully managed to meet the demands of major market.

**DASTEK**
We are the importer and distributor of blaser products, the range of metal working fluids, mainly water miscible mineral oil based, synthetic fluids and cutting oils for precision manufacturing industries. Our range of customers comes from various industries: Aerospace, military, watch industry, marine, automotive industry, tools grinding industry, watch industry, bicycle industry and fishing industry.

**DENSO**
Denso™ Petrolatum Tape Systems offer long-term corrosion prevention to above & below ground steelwork and marine structures. Features: minimal surface preparation, wide range of operating temperatures, conforms to regular shape.
DENYO UNITED MACHINERY PTE LTD
Denyo, Power Source Technology for the Future.

DFINITI TECHNOLOGIES SDN BHD
DFINITI offers the key to quality and cost-effective thermal solutions. With the expertise in Electric Process Heating, we developed competence in other thermal applications, providing a one-stop solution to our customers.

DOITE (M) SDN BHD
Underwriter laboratory classified NFPA 2112 Certified Garment for aroused worker safety cover.

DONGSAN VALVE CO LTD
Dongsan Valve is one of the Korean leading manufacturers of industrial steel valves.

DRAEGER MALAYSIA SDN BHD
Dräger X-am 8000 is an innovative and versatile handheld multi-gas detector for measurement up to seven toxic or flammable gases, vapors and oxygen simultaneously, either in pump or diffusion mode.

DTAIC INSPECTION EQUIPMENT CO LTD
We mainly engage in related equipment's R&D, inspection service, data analysis after inspection, and proposing engineering assessment of pipeline according to the results.

EAYUAN METAL INDUSTRIAL CO LTD
#150/100 Metal Seated Ball Valve, Full Port, Flange Ends, API 6FA Fire Safe approval. Low Erosion. Size: 1/2” - 8”

EBARA PUMPS MALAYSIA SDN BHD
Ebara Cryodynamics line is renowned in the engineering and production of specialised cryogenic Sparkfired gas pumps and turbine expanders. Its world class innovation ensures product quality, reliability and performance.

ECMS RESOURCES SDN BHD
The Guardian is a 150m depth rated lightweight and compact underwater inspection robot fitted with high resolution colour video camera and LED lighting.

ECON INDUSTRIES SERVICES GMBH
Econ Industries offers solutions for the recovery of resources from industrial hazardous wastes and contaminated soils. Our aim is to avoid incineration and landfilling with our Vortrex® technology.

ECON INDUSTRIES SERVICES SDN BHD

ELLAS TC SDN BHD
Ella Tec provides engineered products for Heat Transfer solution, Scrubbers, Pumps and Exhaust, for the Oil & Gas industries. Our solutions include upstream Oil & Gas, E&G and downstream, covering all needs of packing and after-sales service and spares.

ELM LIGHTING SDN BHD
Elliott Global Service includes OEM spare parts, equipment repairs, field service, design engineering, fabrication, re-engineering and refurbs.

ELMAN OFF SHORE SDN BHD
Mark your calendar for OGA 2019 scheduled on 16th to 20th June 2019 at Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Malaysia and visit us at our Booth No. 9123.

EMERGING EPC SDN BHD
Emerging EPC Sdn Bhd is a System Integrator and Service Provider for Oil & Gas Rotating Equipment & Process Filtration/Separation in SEA.

ENERGIE KOMPRESOREN GMBH
Energie Kompressoren is a leading manufacturer in the field of high pressure compressors, mainly for the petrochemical industry and gas processing.

ENERTECH MANUFACTURING SDN BHD

ERIKS SDN BHD
ERIKS, a multi-product Mechanical Components Specialist. TOGETHER, Let's Make Industry Work Better!

ENERTORK LTD
Business type: Manufacturing / Electric Actuator Established in 1996, EnerTork Sdn Bhd is a 100% Malaysian subsidiary of EYE in Malaysia, will launch new series of Ex-proof LED products to Asia Oil & Gas market.

ENERGY INDUSTRIES COUNCIL (EIC)
The EIC delivers high-value market intelligence to members through its online energy project database and via its global network of staff who work in-the-field to provide qualified regional insights.

ENERTECH MANUFACTURING SDN BHD

ESSEM CORPORATION SDN BHD
Essem Group will be launching more innovative solutions at OGA 2019 this year. Make sure to drop by our booth for the latest innovations in sky, surface and subssea solutions.

ECON INDUSTRIES SERVICES SDN BHD

ECON INDUSTRIES SERVICES SDN BHD
**FIRMTEST TECHNOLOGY (M) SDN BHD**

**FIRMTEST is an authorised FLUKE representative for Industrial Group and Calibration product. We were incorporated in 2005. We are one of the leading Test and Measurement company in Malaysia.**

**FORMOSA HEAVY INDUSTRIES CORPORATION (FHI)**

Manufacturing capability is about 12 meters in diameter, 120 meter length and 2,000 tons in weight for single equipment. FHI has in 2003. We are one of the leading Test and Measurement company in Malaysia.

**GEMELS SRL**

Gemels, specialist in ball valve manufacturing since 1994. Follow us on GEMELS world pages gemels.it

**GEORGIN**

GEORGIN has built a tradition for uncompromising quality in: Industrial instrumentation, measurement, control and automation. Our strategy is to consolidates our position as a benchmark in the SAFETY.

**GERMANY PAVILION**

Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) in Cooperation with AUMA-

**GOLDCARD SMART GROUP CO LTD**

As a smart utility solution service provider, Goldcard has become one of the leading Energy & Petrochemical, Marine, Paper & Pulp, other utility industries, with its continuous innovation based on customer requirements.

**GOLDEN EXPLOSION-PROOF ELECTRIC CO LTD**

Aluminum alloy enclosure. One LTD. 4 impact toughened glass, wireless connection structure. Separate sight source cavity, electrical and wiring cabinets, open the wiring cavity while wiring. Easy installation and maintenance.

**HEMPEL (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD**

Our patented Hempadur Avantguard activate more zinc throughout the coating to provide corrosion protection and lower maintenance requirements. Complies with NOHSCO M-58 with fast curing and easy to apply.

**HISAKA WORKS SEA SDN BHD**

With 26 years focusing on PDC and RC bits, we have proven track records in this industry.

**HISAKAWORKS SEA SDN BHD**

HISAKA is the thermal engineering specialist of Plates and Brazed Heat Exchangers (PHE & BHE), along with their respective spare parts and both excellent on and off site services. At HISAKA, we strive to meet various industrial demands and standards by providing best fit high performance heat exchangers, be it for heating and cooling, heat exchanging and recovery, condensation or even sterilisation.

**FIRMTEST TECHNOLOGY (M) SDN BHD**

**FIRMTEST is an authorised FLUKE representative for Industrial Group and Calibration product. We were incorporated in 2005. We are one of the leading Test and Measurement company in Malaysia.**

**ELEKTRA INDUSTRIES CORP.**

Our company is specialized in ex-proof lightings. We provide solutions to all kinds of customers who are working in hazardous locations.

**EVONIK MALAYSIA SDN BHD**

Evonik’s SEPIURE® product family includes membranes for solar, separators, coatings, functional materials, and processing. SEPIACR® Aminated Alumina was developed for the transport and extraction of fossil energy carriers.

**EVONIK INDUSTRIES AG**

We provide integrated analyzer systems for gas and liquid measurements, stack emission monitoring, industrial hygiene, and hygiene. Our company is one of the leading Test and Measurement company in Hungary.

**FLUOROGRIT CORP.**

The company is specialized in producing coated and uncoated abrasives, and provides high performance and high quality technical solutions.

**FLUORET**

Fluorite is a global leader in ultrasonic measurement of flow/gas, and serves the Oil & Gas and petrochemical sectors around the world.
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**FORMOSA HEAVY INDUSTRIES CORPORATION (FHI)**

Manufacturing capability is about 12 meters in diameter, 120 meter length and 2,000 tons in weight for single equipment. FHI has in 2003. We are one of the leading Test and Measurement company in Malaysia.

**FLEMINGS SAFETY PTE LTD**

Manufacturer & Distributor of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Protective Apparel, Specialty Performance Wear, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and Safety Apparel. We are a Specialist in Flame-Resistant Clothing (FRC) since 1994.
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Manufacturer & Distributor of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Protective Apparel, Specialty Performance Wear, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and Safety Apparel. We are a Specialist in Flame-Resistant Clothing (FRC) since 1994.

**FLOWCO (M) SDN BHD**

Flowco Malaysia Sdn Bhd is a PETRONAS LICENSED company, specialising in the supply of products and services for Oil & Gas industries in Malaysia.
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**FLUSH CO**

We produce various cables: POWER, INSTRUMENT and CONTROL CABLES for energy carriers.
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**FLUTECH ENGINEERING SDN BHD**

FLYTECH is a leading provider for hose and fitting solution to Oil & Gas. We have proven track records in this industry.
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**FLUTECH ENGINEERING SDN BHD**

FLYTECH is a leading provider for hose and fitting solution to Oil & Gas. We have proven track records in this industry.

**GEORGIA**

GEORGIA has built a tradition for uncompromising quality in: Industrial instrumentation, measurement, control and automation. Our strategy is to consolidate our position as a benchmark in the SAFETY.

**GEOVY TEST EQUIPMENT**

GEOVY test equipment is designed and manufactured to meet the highest demands and standards by providing best fit high performance products.
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**GFG ASIA PACIFIC SDN BHD**

Portable, Fixed Gas Detection Systems from Germany. For six decades GFG has dedicated itself to provide gas detectors and fixed gas warning systems to minimise risks. GFG offers the best solution.
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**GLOBE AIRMOTORS AND GLOBE TEST EQUIPMENT**

GLOBE is a manufacturer of air motors and high pressure test equipment. We have broad experience with many applications for which we provide standard and custom build solutions.
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HYDAC TECHNOLOGY SDN BHD

Your solutions provider for Filtration, Hydraulic System & Service for Oil & Gas Industry. Why HYDAC? Global Presence yet Local Confidence! HYDAC is 20 years in Malaysia!

INNOCHEM TECHNOLOGIES SDN BHD

Decommissioning of Hazardous Gases and Chemical Cleaning - experienced, competent & reliable.

INDIANA GRATINGS PVT LTD

Established in the year 1970, Indiana is a one-stop solution for project's structural steel requirements including shop fabricated structural steel (hot-rolled & built-up sections), gratings, cable management system and handrails.

HYTEX ENGINEERING WORKS SDN BHD

We are a precision CNC machining company located in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. We specialise in quality, on time and close tolerance parts offering the very best in manufacturing and machining.

INNO-CORR OFFSHORE SDN BHD

Inno-Cor is specialised in pipeline field joint coating, engineered composite repair and online leak sealing providing innovative solutions for corrosion protection and the extension of onshore and offshore assets.

INTECH OIL & GAS

Product Range:

- API 604 - Centrifugal Pumps
- API 610 - Positive Displacement Pumps
- Reciprocating/Pump/Controlled/Valve Pumps
- API 620 - Rotary Lobe Pumps
- Screw Pumps
- API 682 - Stainless Steel Pumps
- API 699 - End Suction Pumps

Product Lines:

- Chemical Process Pumps
- Petroleum Process Pumps
- Power Generation Pumps
- Marine Pumps
- Process Pumps

INTECH PUMPS HOLDINGS PTE LTD
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- Reciprocating/Pump/Controlled/Valve Pumps
- API 620 - Rotary Lobe Pumps
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- API 682 - Stainless Steel Pumps
- API 699 - End Suction Pumps
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- API 604 - Centrifugal Pumps
- API 610 - Positive Displacement Pumps
- Reciprocating/Pump/Controlled/Valve Pumps
- API 620 - Rotary Lobe Pumps
- Screw Pumps
- API 682 - Stainless Steel Pumps
- API 699 - End Suction Pumps

Product Lines:

- Chemical Process Pumps
- Petroleum Process Pumps
- Power Generation Pumps
- Marine Pumps
- Process Pumps

INTERTO INTEGRITY SERVICES SEA SDN BHD

At Intero Integrity Services, we provide a complete range of services to the oil, gas and petrochemical industries worldwide through our Pipeline, Inspection, Storage Tank and Industrial Services lines.

JAIRO CONTROL S.A.

We are a leading supplier of flow equipment services to the petro industry.

KAESER KOMPRESSOREN SDN BHD

Kaeser Kompresoren is the leading supplier of high-energy compressors for the petro industry.

KAESER KOMPRESSOREN SDN BHD

Kaeser Kompresoren is the leading supplier of high-energy compressors for the petro industry.

KAM CONTROLS S.E.A. SDN BHD

Kam Controls provides measurement solutions for producers and pipeline operators in the petroleum industry. We also provide services including Sampling, Skid, Power Meter Assembly, Static, Water, Colour, OW and Densitymeter.

JANGSU JIANGSU WEINENG ELECTRIC CO LTD

Electric heaters, electric heating tracing & control system for industrial use.

Jähn Crete Special Coated Cylinders to N-Line/Wire-line for infrastructure repair.
**KEVENY SDN BHD**

A Petronas Licensed authorised agent for Haskel and BulTech products for Malaysian Market. Haskel is the centre of supply, service and stock system fabrication for all Haskel and BulTech range of products.

**KLUSTER LUBRICATION (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD**

High performance lubricants by Kluster Lubrication ensure higher reliability, safety operations and longer lifetime of equipment, while extending oil change intervals and increasing efficiency - contributing to your productivity and profitability.

**KEVIN STEEL CORP**

In Modern / Kevin Steel, we guarantee the durability and consistent quality of our products. The manufacturing specification provided very detailed to traceability and maintenance, the products perform always as expected.

**KIOI ARMATUREN GMBH**

KTO-Deflagration, detonation and explosion safety shutters are designed and manufactured in Germany according to international safety regulations standards.

**KLAY ENERSOL SDN BHD**

KLAY Emerisol is a leading solutions provider for corrosion under insulation, retrofit insulation covers, passive fire protection, cryogenic insulation, hot insulation, and high temperature solutions.

**KLENCO (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD**

Ultra-high Pressure water blasting equipment of up to 40,000psi operating pressure for industrial surface preparation, runway and road cleaning, water cutting and hydro-demolition for Gas in industries.

**KÖLTER Pumps & Valves**

**LATTY**

The new LATTYtype range with the graphite core, consists of five new braded packings with different properties. They can meet the demands of life, almost and most aggressive environments.

**LONESTAR TRIPLEFAST PTE LTD**

Lonestar Triplefast Private is the regional supply hub for the Lonestar Groups extensive range of fasteners, gaskets, precision parts and specialist solutions to the Oil, Gas and Power Generation Industries.

**MACROSPEC SDN BHD**

Macrospec Sdn Bhd supplies stocks of RRH Bolt, Valves of all sizes and ratings. TAMA TAT PAT approved. Please contact us for all your requirements.

**MAK KEE (S) PTE LTD**

DN2/2.75 lifting set.

Produced fully compl PHS463 standard in the needs to be supplied along with the offshore containers, bulkers, tankers and cylinder tanks since 2006.

**MALAYSIA OIL & GAS SERVICES COUNCIL (MOSC)**

MOSC is an independent industry association. It is the largest industrial trade body in the Oil and Gas servicing industry. MOSC supports the needs of the Malaysian Service Providers.

**MAN ENERGY SOLUTIONS MALAYSIA ES SDN BHD**

We are investing all of our energy into creating solutions for stochastic problems. "Man's" wide range of products is benevolent to the Malaysian Oil & Gas majors; in Valve 24 years experience supporting the Power Generation Industries.

**MATCO (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD**

24 years experience supporting the Malaysian Oil & Gas majors; in Valve Actuation Systems, Level/Relief Valve Solutions, Inline Monitoring to support Sand Management; Pig Movement, Leak, Vibration and Flow Solutions.

**MATRIX INNOVATIONS (M) SDN BHD**

Matrix Innovations was founded in 1997 specializing in Industrial Remote Visual Inspections (IRVI), Non-Destructive Testing system and visual testing solution provider. Since its inception, Matrix Innovations has been a part of the Matrix Group. Today, we have a strong regional reputation of having the largest technical support group in South East Asia specialising in Imaging & Analytical X-Ray Solutions.

**METALMAS METAL SDN BHD**

25 years of experience in providing high quality and also as per the client requirement.

**METONMAS METAL SDN BHD**

Steelstik and Nut Protection Caps are corrosion preventives, durable with Cost and High quality. They are made from Aluminium, Carbon Steel and Stainless Steel.

**MICROPACK FIRE & GAS**

A Consultant Group Company

**MICROPACK (ENGINEERING) LTD**

FLAME DETECTION - Trusted to protect facilities where fast optical flame detection is critical and fast response is an option. FIRE & GAS MAPPING - Delivering reduced costs, improved safety and project certainty.

**MINUSKIN COMPANY**

**MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES MALAYSIA SDN BHD**

MELSEC iQ-R Series SIL 2-compliant (TÜV Rheinland certified) redundant control system are ideal for various industrial process control applications requiring highly reliable process control solutions that can be easily integrated.

**MK KINLEST MARKETING PTE LTD**

Pneumatic fans - Wide range of pneumatic fans - 12” to 24” dia and Anti-static conductive ducting. Also provide explosion-proof LED floodlights.

**KLUSTER LUBRICATION (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD**

High performance lubricants by Kluster Lubrication ensure higher reliability, safety operations and longer lifetime of equipment, while extending oil change intervals and increasing efficiency - contributing to your productivity and profitability.
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**KLENCO (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD**

Ultra-high Pressure water blasting equipment of up to 40,000psi operating pressure for industrial surface preparation, runway and road cleaning, water cutting and hydro-demolition for Gas in industries.
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25 years of experience in providing high quality and also as per the client requirement.
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NORD-LOCK GROUP
The Nord-Lox-Screw is a specialist leader in bolting solutions, strengthening public and industrial infrastructures that shape modern living. We pride ourselves on our secure bolting solutions and quality.

OLIASOF AS
Oliasoft is developing Oliasoft WellDesign, a complete well planning software for Oil & Gas engineers covering all required calculations related to well design in a cloud-based web application.

PARKBURN PRECISION HANDLING SYSTEMS
At OGA 2019, Parkburn Precision Handling Systems will be promoting its Deep Water Handling System, which will be a ProMinent service partner close by to our customers with local presence, years of experience and an excellent reference.

PETROSCIENTIFIC ENTERPRISE SDN BHD
Leading supplier of Safety Equipment in Malaysia ISO 9001:2008 certified, our products & services cover various industries, serving our customers with local presence, years of experience and an excellent reference.

POLYSCIENTIFIC ENTERPRISE SDN BHD
Leading supplier of Safety Equipment in Malaysia ISO 9001:2008 certified, our products & services cover various industries, serving our customers with local presence, years of experience and an excellent reference.

PETROGROUP SDN BHD
In 2013, Petrogroup Sdn Bhd were appointed as a vendor under PETRONAS Vendor Development Program (VDP). Since then, the company has expanded its business scope to cover the full range of services and products related to Oil & Gas. We are committed to quality solutions and services delivery to our esteem customers.

PRESTIGE TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD
Founded in 2004, Prestige Technology (S) Pte Ltd is an established company with a flourishing reputation.

PRIMA DINAMIK SUPPLIES SDN BHD
PDS committed to quality service solutions that comply with local and international standards. We continuously invest in R&D of quality products in correspondence with workplace safety regulations to our customer.

PT COUPLINGS CO LTD
PT Couplings offers products for process and instrumentation application for Oil & Gas, General Industries and Aviation: low & high pressure, flanges, unions, pipe spools, skids, designing and test benches to surpass clients’ expectations in gaining a greater market share in the industry.

PROLOG TITANIUM CORP CO LTD
Thailand’s most experienced and full-cycled leader in the production and sale of high quality Titanium Products.

PANTECH GROUP
Pantech Group are the ONE STOP SOLUTION for pipe, valves, fittings, high frequency induction heating, and valve anodizing for the petrochemical, oil and gas and defence industries.

OLIA SOFT AS
Oliasoft is developing Oliasoft WellDesign, a complete well planning software for Oil & Gas engineers covering all required calculations related to well design in a cloud-based web application.

PARKBURN PRECISION HANDLING SYSTEMS
At OGA 2019, Parkburn Precision Handling Systems will be promoting its Deep Water Handling System, which will be a ProMinent service partner close by to our customers with local presence, years of experience and an excellent reference.

PETROGROUP SDN BHD
In 2013, Petrogroup Sdn Bhd were appointed as a vendor under PETRONAS Vendor Development Program (VDP). Since then, the company has expanded its business scope to cover the full range of services and products related to Oil & Gas. We are committed to quality solutions and services delivery to our esteem customers.

PRESTIGE TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD
Founded in 2004, Prestige Technology (S) Pte Ltd is an established company with a flourishing reputation.

PRIMA DINAMIK SUPPLIES SDN BHD
PDS committed to quality service solutions that comply with local and international standards. We continuously invest in R&D of quality products in correspondence with workplace safety regulations to our customer.

PT COUPLINGS CO LTD
PT Couplings offers products for process and instrumentation application for Oil & Gas, General Industries and Aviation: low & high pressure, flanges, unions, pipe spools, skids, designing and test benches to surpass clients’ expectations in gaining a greater market share in the industry.

PANTECH GROUP
Pantech Group are the ONE STOP SOLUTION for pipe, valves, fittings, high frequency induction heating, and valve anodizing for the petrochemical, oil and gas and defence industries.

POLYPAQ SDN BHD
PolyPaq Sdn Bhd specializes in manufacturing of industrial grade strapping solutions. As one of the leading suppliers of industrial strapping solutions in Malaysia, we develop professional, reliable, and cost-effective strapping solutions.
**PUBLIC CRANE HEAVY EQUIPMENT SDN BHD**

We, Public Crane, specialise in technically challenging projects, with over three decades of expertise and experience making us the preferred choice for heavy lifting & haulage providers across major industries.

**PURGE SOLUTIONS INC**

Purge Solutions Inc. is an O&M committed to providing innovative and reliable type Z, F, & P Purge / Pressurisation Systems, Enclosures, Window Kits and Vertical Cooler Systems.

**RED POINT ALLOYS BV**

Red Point manufactures high quality Ball, Gate, Globe, Check, DTR, SBV valves according to customers’ most stringent specifications. RED POINT offers premium components, and tested to meet high standards in performance and safety.

**RUSTIBUS ENERGY**

Our recommended RAMFAN® is the brand leader in quality portable ventilation as a result of Euronam Safety’s “No Compromise” approach to 100% safety. Product design and components are sourced to give high performance. Premium components, and tested to meet high standards in performance and safety.

**SAFEHOUSE SDN BHD**

The Starr group is focused on safety and delivering excellence. We’ll do it, for our customers. It achieves this with a plethora of technologies, products and services to protect people.

**SCIOTEL SDN BHD**

Service provider for end-to-end managed services, finance and software telecommunication for offshore operation. Contact us to find out more about our range of C-band, Ku-band and Ka-band.

**SEEPAX (M) SDN BHD**

Your API compliant pump solution for applications with low shear, low NPSH available, minimal pulsation, low to high viscosity and low to high temperatures requirements.

**SENG HENG ENGINEERING PTE LTD**

Seng Heng Engineering Pte Ltd is an ISO 9001 holder. Our core activities cover engineering, supply, fabrication, pipefitting and machining in various industries.

**SENKO**

Our gas detectors are portable and fixed types. They measure continuously current gases, which results in most of the industrial accidents, to protect workers from the disasters caused by the oxygen deficiency, toxic gas poisoning and gas explosion. They display to concentration and raise an alarm (Visual, Audio andAudible) when the risk occurs.

**RAPIDI TEKNOLOGI SDN BHD**

- Marine Electronics, Navigational Aids and Fishing Equipment
- Radio and Satellite Communication
- IT Solutions and Managed Services
- Statutory Safety RapidI Survey

**RAINCO MARINE SDN BHD**

RAINCO offers OFFSHORE, SAFETY and MARINE: Programs approved by OHTO, DOSH & MARDEPT. Accepted by PETRONAS and K’s PSC. Like and follow our Facebook page, Rainco, group for latest updates.

**RAYTEC LTD**

Ratytec is a world technology leader for Hazardous Area LED Lighting, manufacturing a full range of globally certified SMARTPLAN Ex luminaire.

**RICA MARKETING SDN BHD**

Our electroplating products:
- Aluminium Anodising Chemicals
- Electroless Nickel
- Electroplating Brighteners
- Electroplating Formulations/Seals
- Plastic Plating
- Pasting Equipment

**SEAR MALAYSIA SDN BHD**

SASER MALAYSIA SDN BHD was established in the last quarter of 2001. They have a team of committed staff who areFXH and reaping their time and effort, supported by their office and factory located in Guastalla (RE) - Italy. With more than 50 years of experience and innovations, they believe in producing “100% ITALIAN MADE” range of pumps, valves, and pumps for different industries, while providing one after another with the best possible results.

**SEDIA TEGUH SDN BHD**

Sida Teguh Group is a leading company in the field of Marine, Oil & Gas and Construction industry services. We are able to offer a fully integrated, cost-effective, and value-added solution to our clients. We provide a wide range of products and services, including but not limited to, offshore and civil engineering projects, oil and gas operations, and shipbuilding.

**SEDIA TEGUH SDN BHD**

Sida Teguh Group is a leading company in the field of Marine, Oil & Gas and Construction industry services. We are able to offer a fully integrated, cost-effective, and value-added solution to our clients. We provide a wide range of products and services, including but not limited to, offshore and civil engineering projects, oil and gas operations, and shipbuilding.

**SEEDIA GROUP OF COMPANIES**

With over 20 years of experience in the field of Pumps, Valves, and Safety Tank Accessories, we are dedicated to providing our customers with high-quality products and reliable service. Our services include machine and tool manufacturing, commercial, process, and engineering, ensuring a seamless and efficient experience for our clients.

**SEWAGE TECH SERVICES SDN BHD**

Your API compliant pump solution for applications with low shear, low NPSH available, minimal pulsation, low to high viscosity and low to high temperatures requirements.

**SEEPAX (M) SDN BHD**

Our expertise and knowledge in the field of In-line Scrubbers and Biofilters allow us to design and fabricate systems that meet the specific requirements of our clients, ensuring efficient and effective operation.

**SMART S-SS**

Designed to meet with the toughest industrial requirements, SMART S-SS line allows for zero maintenance and modular design features that brings flexibility to correspond challenging market demands.

**SANDVIK MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY**

SANDVIK AG is a global supplier of high-end material services, providing solutions for a wide range of industries. Our focus is on corrosion-resistant alloys, providing materials for challenging applications in the energy, oil and gas, and marine sectors.

**SAPURA ENERGY BERHAD**

Sapura Energy Berhad is a leading global integrated oil & gas services and solutions provider operating across the entire upstream value chain, with expertise in exploration, development, production, reprocessing, decommissioning, and abandonment.

**SAE INDUSTRIES PTE LTD**

S.Eng Industries Pte Ltd, a Singapore registered company, is an established company in the field of machining, welding, fabrication, and other engineering services.

**SAEDIA GROUP OF COMPANIES**

With over 20 years of experience in the field of pumps, valves, and safety tank accessories, we are dedicated to providing our customers with high-quality products and reliable service. Our services include machine and tool manufacturing, commercial, process, and engineering, ensuring a seamless and efficient experience for our clients.

**SANFORD FAN LIMITED**

Our patented FANTECH® technology ensures the highest quality of ventilation, providing a comfortable and safe environment for our clients. Our products are designed for maximum efficiency and minimum noise, making them ideal for a variety of applications.

**SEPDIA TECH SERVICES SDN BHD**

Sepadu Tech Services Sdn Bhd is a Petronas Licensed Company based in Malaysia. Our vision is to be the Preferred Partner in Asia Pacific for Industrial Engineering Products and Services.
SHANDONG WINTECH TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
Our main products is round plate and shell heat exchanger, air-cooled, air preheater, evaporator, condenser and mud cooling system.

SHANGHAI CHENZHU INSTRUMENT CO LTD
High quality isolated barrier from Shanghai Chenzhu Instruments Co Ltd with 5 years warranty, TUV SIL2/3L certification. Along with digital isolator, SPD and safety products which fits your needs.

SHERWOOD PROTECTIVE APPAREL SDN BHD
Sherwood Protective Apparel Sdn Bhd is an established licensed garment manufacturer and supplier of protective clothing in Malaysia with wide distribution channels in the ASEAN region.

SHINSEI INDUSTRY SDN BHD
A world class carbon and stainless steel flange manufacturer.

SITCO INDUSTRIES SDN BHD
A world class carbon and stainless steel flange manufacturer.

SIP SEALING TECHNOLOGY (M) SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

SOUTH CABLE SDN BHD
Southern Cable is a region most complete cable supplier that has delivered some of the region’s most prestigious project and sectors including, power transmission, marine, infrastructure, oil and renewable energy.

SS ELECTRONICS INFO-COMM SYSTEMS PTE LTD
ST Engineering’s mid-weight NEPTUNE ALV is designed to survey and provide effective, high quality underwater seabed data for subsea operations, search and salvage operations, environmental monitoring and scientific research.

SUNDOO ELECTRONICS CO
Since the foundation year of 1997, based on intensive technology, SunDoo has pursued the Top Brand of Gas-Detector Maker not only in domestic market, but in the global market.

SUNG IL CO LTD (SIM)
SUNGIL is specialised in shop-fabricated piping and induction bending in Korea. Advanced technology, accumulated experience and R&D over the last 4 decades are elements of SUNGIL, leading into the future.

STREAMLIGHT
The Dualie® 3AA is a safety-rated, multi-function torch featuring a front-facing LED spot beam and a downcast floodlight to help prevent slips, trips and falls.

SUNROBINETTERIE INDUSTRIE (SRI)
SRI/Rigai is a manufacturer specialised in ball valves (Quarter turn GATE, GLOBE, Check and Trailing) based in Marseille, France. We are one of the most approved suppliers of TOTAL E&P. Don’t hesitate to ask us our reference list or all others agreement that we have. We have also all necessary certification, ISO 9001, Purpose etc.

TERMAX MALAYSIA
Automatic Welding Solutions for Pipeline, Piping and Fabrication.

SERIMAX MALAYSIA
Automatic Welding Solutions for Pipeline, Piping and Fabrication.

SERVELE TECHNOLOGIES
Servelec Technologies is a market leading provider of remote monitoring and optimisation software providing complete end-to-end automation and optimisation solution to clients throughout world.

SHANDONG MOLONG PETROLEUM MACHINERY CO LTD
Shandong Molong is a professional petroleum machinery and scaffold provider. The leading products include: Tubing and Casing, Line Pipe, Sucker Rod, Pump, High Purify Pig Iron etc.

SHANDONG SHENLI RIGGING CO LTD
GObb master links are made of special alloy steel, quenched mainly used in oil Exploration, ocean shipping and other fields, master links play the role of traction and hoisting.

SHAWCOR (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD
Shawcor are a leading integrated services company to the oil & gas, midstream and downstream assets. Delivering high performance solutions, reliability and unmatched execution and service excellence across each stage of pipeline cycle.

SERIMATIK SDN BHD
Our success is commitment to people where quality, integrity and intelligence play a vital role as a platform to those associated with our company.

SIN GHEE HUAT CORPORATION LTD
We are Sin Ghee Huat Corporation Ltd, Singapore’s stainless steel specialist. Founded in 1972, we are the pioneer of stainless steel in Asia.

SOUTHERN CABLE SDN BHD
Southern Cable is a region most complete cable supplier that has delivered some of the region’s most prestigious project and sectors including, power transmission, marine, infrastructure, oil and renewable energy.

SPKK ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS PTE LTD

STATS GROUP
Temporary line plugging can be achieved using STATS patented BISEP. Offering significant safety advantages over traditional line stop technology, the hydraulically activated dual seals provide leak tight isolation of live pipelines.

SHENG HONG INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CO LTD
Sheng Hong is a factory-owned trading company in Taiwan. We specialised in manufacturing and selling compression tube fittings, instrument ball valves/needle valves/check valves, quick coupling, and other accessories.

SINCO AUTOMASI SDN BHD

SRIRAM ENTERPRISES LTD
SIR/Rigai is a manufacturer specialised in ball valves (Quarter turn GATE, GLOBE, Check and Trailing) based in Marseille, France. We are one of the most approved suppliers of TOTAL E&P. Don’t hesitate to ask us our reference list or all others agreement that we have. We have also all necessary certification, ISO 9001, Purpose etc.

SIP GROUP OF COMPANIES
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

SIP SEALING TECHNOLOGY (M) SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

SPL THERMAL SOLUTIONS PTE LTD
SPL Specialist Thermal Solutions, High efficiency, high reliability;

SUNDOO ELECTRONICS CO
Since the foundation year of 1997, based on intensive technology, SunDoo has pursued the Top Brand of Gas-Detector Maker not only in domestic market, but in the global market.

SUNSHINE INDUSTRY SDN BHD
SUNSHINE INDUSTRY SDN BHD is a factory-owned trading company in Taiwan. We specialised in manufacturing and selling compression tube fittings, instrument ball valves/needle valves/check valves, quick coupling, and other accessories.

SUNSHINE INDUSTRY SDN BHD
SUNSHINE INDUSTRY SDN BHD is a factory-owned trading company in Taiwan. We specialised in manufacturing and selling compression tube fittings, instrument ball valves/needle valves/check valves, quick coupling, and other accessories.

SUNSHINE INDUSTRY SDN BHD
SUNSHINE INDUSTRY SDN BHD is a factory-owned trading company in Taiwan. We specialised in manufacturing and selling compression tube fittings, instrument ball valves/needle valves/check valves, quick coupling, and other accessories.

SUNTHAI INDUSTRIES SDN BHD
SUNTHAI INDUSTRIES SDN BHD is a factory-owned trading company in Taiwan. We specialised in manufacturing and selling compression tube fittings, instrument ball valves/needle valves/check valves, quick coupling, and other accessories.

SUNTHAI INDUSTRIES SDN BHD
SUNTHAI INDUSTRIES SDN BHD is a factory-owned trading company in Taiwan. We specialised in manufacturing and selling compression tube fittings, instrument ball valves/needle valves/check valves, quick coupling, and other accessories.

SURVIVAL SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL ASIA SDN BHD
Survival Systems International is the Original Equipment Manufacturer of life support systems specifically designed for the safe evacuation of Fixed Platforms and jack-up environments.

SUVESI CO LTD
We are a specialized company in the field of instrumentation valves, fluid and gas applications. Our solutions are engineered for optimal performance, efficiency and robustness.

TCS INDUSTRIES SDN BHD
TCS INDUSTRIES SDN BHD is a factory-owned trading company in Taiwan. We specialised in manufacturing and selling compression tube fittings, instrument ball valves/needle valves/check valves, quick coupling, and other accessories.

THE DUALIE® 3AA
The Dualie® 3AA is a safety-rated, multi-functional torch featuring a front-facing LED spot beam and a downcast floodlight to help prevent slips, trips and falls.

TIM CHIN INSTRUMENTS SDN BHD
TIM CHIN INSTRUMENTS SDN BHD is a sales and distribution centre for various industries.

TOTAL E&P.
Don’t hesitate to ask us our reference list or all others agreement that we have. We have also all necessary certification, ISO 9001, Purpose etc.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.

TONG TAI SEALS SDN BHD
A sealing device supply company, supplying mechanical packing, gasket and seals to various industries.
SWIFT ENERGY SDN BHD
Swift Energy’s IECEx Zone 1 certified Solar Power System is a combination of Battery Charger and BESU-TIO, an ideal standalone power solutions for PLU/RTOS/CCTV application in remote installations.

T7 GLOBAL BERHAD
T7 Global Berhad will be showcasing numerous products and services from rail participating partners/suppliers, including GHK, EIM, Tricool HRT, and Orion. T7 is an exhibitor of Offshore Production Units and Heli Gastrol equipment model, and we are attending with over 800 employees and the annual output is 10,000 tons.

UMW INDUSTRIAL POWER SERVICES SDN BHD (UMIPS)
UMIPS is a wholly owned entity of UMW Group. Our company motto of "Total Power Generation Provider" is our main focus. We provide solutions in power generation and heavy industry.

TENAGA AMBANG SDN BHD
Tenaga Ambang Sdn Bhd, the authorised distributor of D一系列 of products in Malaysia since 2002. We carry the full range of snap on products catering for Oil & Gas, power, maintenance, power generation and heavy industry.

TERAJU PETROLEUM SDN BHD
TQI JP's product line includes pumps, pumps, turbines, marine pumps, chemical pumps, centrifugal pumps, roots pumps, centrifugal pumps, feed pumps, diaphragm pumps, transfer pumps, pumping systems, centrifugal systems, and skid mounted pumps.

TIANJIN RONGHENG GROUP CO LTD
The system design is based on proven Electric Submersible Pumps (ESP) already in use in thousands of downhole applications.

TRISYSTEMS ENGINEERING SDN BHD
Tricon CX is the newest Tricon and Trident safety, availability, and security.

TTRANT ENGINEERING SDN BHD
Titan will be exhibiting the latest GE Druck Portable Pressure Calibrator, Pressure Controller, Pressure Controller Laser Shaft Alignment System and Condition Monitoring tool. Titan will also be exhibiting Thermography Scan.

TUBACEX SINGAPORE
Titan will be exhibiting the latest GE Druck Portable Pressure Calibrator, Pressure Controller, Pressure Controller Laser Shaft Alignment System and Condition Monitoring tool. Titan will also be exhibiting Thermography Scan.

TUG CONCEPT SDN BHD
Unit Concept (US CEE) specialises in providing Engineering, Procurement, Installation, and Commissioning (EPC) services to the Oil & Gas industry. Our services are certified by IECEx, ATEX, and UL Certification with the highest quality standards.

UNITED LI-LI (M) SDN BHD
The U-LI Group specialises in the production and sales of steel, based cable support systems, to meet the support requirements of electrical cables and wiring networks in buildings and structures. Over 35 years history, the Group's products were applied in numerous installations, including some of the most iconic structures in the region.
UNIVERSAL CABLE (M) BERHAD

Sarawak Cable Berhad (SCABLE) offers a comprehensive range of cable products, fabricated steel structures, galvanised products and also transmission line services. With its full integration with Universal Cable (M) Berhad (UNCABLE) and Leader Cable Industry (M) Sdn Bhd (LCABLE), the company now holds the title of largest Power Cable Manufacturer in ASEAN, and also the sole manufacturer of 275KV underground Power Cables in the country.

VALMAX TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

Valmax Tech is a leading company in industry of LNG, facilities including satellite station re-injection, re-qualification system with high quality and competitive price. Also has business in FOGS, Analysers and Metering.

VALMAX TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

VTS HARDWARE ENGINEERING SDN BHD

VTS VALVES TOTAL SOLUTIONS provide complete sales, after-sales services for valves and automation. We represent Beric and Teer brand. We provide sales support, stock MRO, repair, valve servicing & automation.

WILLOW ELECTRIC GROUP CO LTD

Wolfgang – Power Your Future.

WOLONG ELECTRIC GROUP CO LTD

ZAK PIPING & MARINE SERVICES SDN BHD

ZPMS specialises in the service, inspection and maintenance of lifelines and life rafts, representing Horiba/Nykon brands. We also embark in the sales of pipes, fittings, valves and safety items.

VESTINER INSTRUMENTS

VG INSTRUMENTS (SEA) SDN BHD

0.5" to 12"; Rating: under 600#; Material: Cast Iron, Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel.

WHITE QUEST SYNERGY SDN BHD (WQS)

For almost a decade, WQS Innovative and multidisciplinary consulting services in the energy, chemical and process industries has helped clients across the globe to achieve unparalleled success in managing all assets and environment in a safe, reliable and efficient manner.

WUHAN LINMEI HEAD PLATE CO LTD

Wuhan Linmei Head Plate Co Ltd is a leading manufacturer specialised in steel head plate in China. Our main products are dish head, hemispherical head, spherical head, elliptical head, conical head, flat head, etc.

WENZHOU DIANTAI VALVE CO LTD

API 602 small forged valves, a comprehensive range of small forged gate, globe, check, ball and bellows seal valves with unique design features.

WENZHOU YIYU SEALING MATERIAL CO LTD

Wenzhou Yiyu is a professional manufacturer of RTJ gasket.

WOLONG ELECTRIC GROUP CO LTD

Core competencies are ball valve, gate valve, globe valve, check valve and Y-strainer. With our own foundry and production factory, we make sure that our products will give you an edge over your competitors.

WZS MISI SETIA SDN BHD

WZS Misistia is a Penang licensed contractor and vendor for Piping fabrication, Pipeline and Metrostation, project and exclusive agent for Flowmeters, Analysers, Flame & Gas detectors, Valve and Actuation system.

YOKOGAWA

Co-innovating tomorrow

YOKOGAWA KONTROL (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

Yokogawa Valve Management helps to ensure safe, reliable and efficient plant operations and regulatory compliance by oblication of information related to key operations management practices.

YOUJIN SUGIEN TRADE CO LTD

A professional filter company, who have been designing tailor-made filter, customized filter cartridge. Company owns R&D team who can help customer get better solutions.

VANTECH ENERGY GROUP

VANTAGE ENERGY GROUP SDN BHD

The PFC, Per-Wash-Cement method enables highly efficient installation of rock-to-rock barrier by replacing conventional section milling operations. Access to the annulus is created by perforating the casing.

WATTCO

WATTCo™ is the world’s most advanced and develops electrical heating products sold all over the world since 1938. Our heating and control products have helped industrial, manufacturing and process industries improve productivity and manufacturing steps for stop quality product specified to your particular need.

WEST MARINE ENGINEERING PTE LTD

This Offshore Active-Motion-Compensated (AMC) Gangway is the safe and cost efficient solution for these transfer operations between offshore facilities and small vessels.

WOOLSON VALVE CO LTD

Woolson Valve Co Ltd is a front runner of all kinds of check valves since 1992. We have been continuously developing and producing all kinds of check valves such as dual plate check valve, nonreturn check valve, disc check valve and etc.

WUHAN LINMEI HEAD PLATE CO LTD

Wuhan Linmei Head Plate Co Ltd is a leading manufacturer specialised in steel head plate in China. Our main products are dish head, hemispherical head, spherical head, elliptical head, conical head, flat head, etc.

XS SAFETY SDN BHD

XL Safety is trusted by the industry reputable manifold frame, Winstar, Marline and LMX Safety Group, to distribute their safety products, from watch/trolley, to equipment from manifold frame.

YAYA PIPING SOLUTION CO LTD

Specialised in stainless, duplex stainless, super duplex stainless steel pipe, fitting and flange manufacturing. Providing design and manufacturing of piping system, skid and pressure vessel.

ZEECO INC

Zeeco is the global leader in combustion and environmental solutions, for refining, petrochemical, and biogas industries. Products include burners, flares, incinerators, vapour control, parts, and rentals.

ZHEJIANG FEIBIKE VALVE CO LTD

Special material valve.
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS
FOR SUPPORTING OGA 2019!

ZHEJIANG LIANGYI VALVE CO LTD
Zhejiang Liangyi Valve Co Ltd is an industrial Ball Valve manufacturer, who has CS/SS/Alloy material cast and forged steel ball valve per API 6D standard.

ZHEJIANG SUPCON TECHNOLOGY CO LTD
A leader in Chinese automation and information industry.

ZHEJIANG TORMIN ELECTRICAL CO LTD
• Explosion-proof lights, industrial lighting
• IP66, waterproof, shock-proof
• 30-480W LED, 5 years warranty
• ATEX, IEC EX, CE certified

ZHEJIANG ZHIJU PIPELINE INDUSTRY CO LTD
Zhejiang Zhiju Pipeline Industry Co Ltd is a professional factory with 28 years experience in China. We supply stainless steel elbow, tee, reducer, stub ends, flange, pipe, and so on with high quality and very competitive price.

ZHONGYA VALVE CO LTD
Zhongya Valve Co Ltd is mainly in producing gate valve, globe valve, ball valve, check valve, butterfly valve, hydraulic control valve, strainers and non-standard special valves.

ZOK INTERNATIONAL
ZOK International Group Ltd are leading formulators, manufacturers and distributors in the global marketplace with over 30 years of quality, trust and innovation.

ZTT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
ZTT: the "Pioneer" in China's submarine cable manufacturing history and also one of the largest and most comprehensive manufacturing base for submarine cable in Asia.

Supporting Media Partners

Official Media Partner

Official Hotel

Supporting Hotels
OGA 2019 LUCKY DRAW

Be in the running to win attractive prizes listed below when you visit OGA 2019!

How to enter:
• Provide your business card to receive the entry form
• You are required to collect verification stamps at the lucky draw kiosks located within the exhibition halls before dropping off your entry
• Only completed entry forms with stamps and business cards are eligible

DAILY LUCKY DRAW

DAY 1
• Sony GTX-XB60 Bluetooth Speaker
• Hotel Vouchers

DAY 2
• Samsung Galaxy Watch
• Hotel Vouchers

DAY 3
• GoPro Hero 7 Silver Edition
• Hotel Vouchers

SPECIAL LUCKY DRAW

FOR PRE-REGISTERED VISITORS ONLY!
• Huawei Nova 4e
• Hotel Vouchers

*Terms and conditions apply

Pre-registration Form

OPEN TO TRADE VISITORS ONLY

Kindly fax this form to +603 9771 2799. You will receive a confirmation letter informing you of your pre-registration code.
Please bring along this code to the “Pre-Registered Visitor” counters located at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC).
Note: If you fail to produce your pre-reg code at the counter, you will be required to register on-site.

Please register in English: Mr Mrs Ms Dr Ir Others (please specify)

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Job Title/Designation: ________________________________________________

Company: __________________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________

City: ________________________ State: _______________ Postcode: __________

Country: ____________________ Country code: ____________________ Area code: _______

Tel: ________________________ Fax: ________________________

Mobile: ____________________ E-mail: _____________________________

A. Which of these most closely matches your job function?
01 ☐ Architect/Draftsman/Designer
02 ☐ Chairman/Owner/Partner
03 ☐ General Management
04 ☐ Sales & Marketing
05 ☐ Engineering
06 ☐ Exploration/Drilling
07 ☐ Exploration/Drill
08 ☐ Foreman/Supervisor
09 ☐ General Management
10 ☐ Government Official
11 ☐ Inspector/Tester
12 ☐ Maintenance
13 ☐ Operations/Plant Management
14 ☐ Petroleum Geologist
15 ☐ Petroleum Geophysicist
16 ☐ Production
17 ☐ Purchasing/Procurement
18 ☐ Quality Assurance & Control
19 ☐ Research & Development
20 ☐ Safety/Environment Management
21 ☐ Sales & Marketing
22 ☐ Site Supervision
23 ☐ Technical Services
24 ☐ Welding
25 ☐ Refinery
26 ☐ Other/Specify

B. Please tick your company’s main activities.
01 ☐ Approval/Testing/Inspection Services
02 ☐ Boats & Vessels Services
03 ☐ Chemical Plant/Facility Services
04 ☐ Construction
05 ☐ Distributor/Manufacturer’s Representative
06 ☐ Drilling Contractor/Equipment
07 ☐ Education & Training
08 ☐ Engineering Construction & Contracting Services
09 ☐ Environmental Protection/ Sปลutions Control
10 ☐ Financial Services
11 ☐ Geophysical/Geological Services
12 ☐ Inspection/Maintenance Equipment
13 ☐ LNG/Petrochemical Plant
14 ☐ Manufacturer’s Representative/ Vendor
15 ☐ Marine Support
16 ☐ Natural Oil Company/ Government Institutions
17 ☐ Offshore Platforms/Supplies/ Services
18 ☐ Oil & Gas Exploration, Production & Distribution
19 ☐ Oil & Gas Processing & Refining
20 ☐ Pipelines Operation/Installation
21 ☐ Plant Engineering & Construction
22 ☐ Process Engineering
23 ☐ Project Consultancy
24 ☐ Repair Services (including Welding Shops)
25 ☐ Research & Development
26 ☐ Rig/Fabricator/Operator
27 ☐ Security
28 ☐ Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
29 ☐ Trade Associations
30 ☐ Transportation, Storage & Handling
31 ☐ Other/Specify

C. Please indicate the product & services you are interested in.
01 ☐ Chemical Engineering Systems
02 ☐ Clearing Equipment
03 ☐ Communications Equipment
04 ☐ Computer Systems/Data Management Systems
05 ☐ Construction/Engineering Equipment
06 ☐ Cryogenic Technology & Equipment
07 ☐ Data Acquisition/Processing/ Transmission
08 ☐ Design & Consultancy

09 ☐ Distillation Systems & Equipment
10 ☐ Drilling & Downhole Technology
11 ☐ Electrical & Lighting Systems
12 ☐ Environmental Central Facilities/Equipment & Services
13 ☐ Exploration & Production Technology
14 ☐ Fixed & Floating Offshore Platforms
15 ☐ Furnaces & Industrial Ovens
16 ☐ Gas Treatment & Processing
17 ☐ Geological, Geophysical & Reserve Evaluation
18 ☐ Global Positioning Systems
19 ☐ Gouging Accessories
20 ☐ Gridding & Finishing Equipment
21 ☐ Heat Exchange Systems
22 ☐ Heating/Treating Stress Relief/Heating Equipment
23 ☐ Heavy Lifting
24 ☐ Inspection/Testing/Quality Control Equipment
25 ☐ Instrumentation & Control
26 ☐ Laboratory Equipment
27 ☐ LNG Technology & Equipment
28 ☐ Marine Equipment & Services
29 ☐ Material Handling & Storage Equipment
30 ☐ Meters, Gauges & Indicators
31 ☐ Offshore Well Equipment & Services
32 ☐ Oil & Gas Processing Equipment
33 ☐ Pipeline Engineering
34 ☐ Power Generation
35 ☐ Pump & Compressors
36 ☐ Recovery Systems
37 ☐ Safety & Health Equipment
38 ☐ Satellite Image Processing
39 ☐ Seismic & Oceanographic Technology
40 ☐ Ships, Boats & Vessels Equipment & Services
41 ☐ Submerged Arc Welding Equipment & Related Supplies
42 ☐ Tankage Fabrication
43 ☐ Turnkey Contractors
44 ☐ Valves & Fittings
45 ☐ Welding Machines & Consumables
46 ☐ Other/Specify

D. Please tick your main purpose in attending this show.
01 ☐ To purchase product
02 ☐ To evaluate the show for future participation
03 ☐ To meet new supplier
04 ☐ To establish new distribution channel
05 ☐ To source for the latest market information
06 ☐ Other/Specify

E. How did you find out about OGA 2019?
01 ☐ Banner on the website
02 ☐ Email (from OGA 2019)
03 ☐ Information received by post (from OGA 2019)
04 ☐ Invite from Exhibitor
05 ☐ Magazine Advert
06 ☐ Previous Attendee to OGA 2017
07 ☐ Recommended by a Colleague
08 ☐ Social Media Network
09 ☐ Telemarketing
10 ☐ Via a Partner/Association
11 ☐ Web Search Engine
12 ☐ Other/Specify

Deadline:
Fax Pre-Registration : 12 June 2019
Online Pre-Registration : 16 June 2019

Contact Us

ORGANISER
UBM Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Suite 5-01, Level 5, Sunway ViSoKi Tower
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity
55100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel : +603 9771 2688
Fax : +603 9771 2799
E-mail : oga-opy@ubm.com

ASIA CO-ORDINATOR
UBM International Sales Office - ASIA
10, Kallang Avenue
#09-15 Aperia Tower 2
Singapore 339510
Tel : +65 6233 6688
Fax : +65 6233 6633
E-mail : oil-oap@ubm.com

WORLDWIDE CO-ORDINATOR
UBM Alltowrd
240, Blackfriars Road
London SE1 8BF
United Kingdom
Tel : +44 0207 560 4036
E-mail : alex.pout@ubm.com